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“Thank you.”

Those two words are among the first taught to children that 
come with a concept: acknowledgment and appreciation. The 
words allow one to express gratitude, and they seem most 
precious when written and read. For musical artists finding 
inspiration in all iterations of life, the opportunity to say thank 
you seems to come often — at gigs, on recordings — but not 
often enough. 

I feel unusually qualified to address the topic of thanking 
people: For most of its years between 1983 and 2014, I 
directed the Austin Chronicle’s Austin Music Awards show 
during South by Southwest, by far the biggest smoochfest 
between town musicians and their devoted fans. Watching 
the annual parade of talent from every age, color and stripe of 
the community walk across the stage in acknowledgement of 
accomplishment thrilled me. Knowing that some were receiv-
ing the first and only recognition of their career was humbling 
and further affirmed the sense that being able to express 
appreciation is an honor.

This book’s notion of offering musicians a way to say thank you 
to the ones who inspired them came from Kimberly Gorsuch, 
founder and CEO of Weeva. For her, Weeva’s mission of 
deepening connection and meaning between people through 
self-expression offered a personal platform for the expression 
of appreciation. In Carley Wolf, frontwoman and guitarist of 
Austin-based rockers the Ghost Wolves, Gorsuch found the 
perfect person to organize and run the project. Together they 
asked musicians to identify and thank their personal muses. 

But in true Austin fashion, the artists did so much more — they 
shared personal insights on how and why they make music. 

The results are pithy, personal and poetic. Coming from the 
likes of guitarist-songwriter Rosie Flores or man of the world 
BP Fallon or intrepid singer-songwriter Betty Soo or master 
lyricist/producer/artist advocate Tee-Double, these grateful 
notes ring charming, heartfelt, occasionally gushy, sometimes 
confessional, and always sincere.

Maybe it’s true that Austin’s real mojo is not weirdness, but 
an ability to nurture art and artists by feeding them off one 
another. That despite rising rents and other growing pains, the 
soul of Austin attracts not just those who wish to tell stories 
through words and melodies, it attracts those who support and 
inspire those endeavors.

And the names of inspiration within carry a gravitas they surely 
didn’t imagine in their lifetime — master of all genres Doug 
Sahm, Mississippi keyboard pounder Pinetop Perkins, beloved 
Twine Time radio host Paul Ray, blues-rock guitarslinger Nick 
Curran, promoter and SXSW co-founder Louis Meyers, and 
so many more who indelibly imprinted Austin on and off the 
stage. To them and the dozens of others cited in these pages, 
Seduced by Sound offers two words.

Thank you.

Margaret Moser
Austin Chronicle

S O N G S  O F  G R A T I T U D E
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If it weren’t for live music, I probably wouldn’t still be in Austin, much less mayor. I 
moved here, like so many others before and since, to attend the University of Texas. In 
my case, I came for the law school, which at the time was the cheapest in the country. 
I had zero intention of making Austin my home. Heck, I’d never even been to Texas 
before, but within a couple of weeks I was a fan of country music and two-stepping. I’d 
fallen in love with Austin.
 
Over the years I’ve learned how integral the music scene is to who we are. Live music 
is the beating heart of this creative, innovative city. Trace South by Southwest and 
Austin City Limits from their world-famous heights back to their roots, and you’ll find 
someone playing a guitar and singing into a microphone in one of our iconic music 
venues. To retain the mantle of Live Music Capital of the World, we need to support 
and preserve our musical community. I am committed to doing just that, because if we 
lose our musicians and music venues, we lose the soul of Austin. 

I applaud Weeva and their efforts to create Seduced by Sound: Austin. This project 
so beautifully exemplifies the entrepreneurial, creative and collaborative forces that 
drive our city forward. In Weeva, a Capital Factory start-up, we have a young company 
supporting discovery of both up-and-coming and established musicians and venues, 
while at the same time showing off some of what is uniquely Austin.

By capturing our music scene through the words of the artists themselves, Seduced by 
Sound: Austin has painted an inspiring portrait of the soul of Austin.

Steve Adler
Mayor of Austin

M U S I C :   T H E  S O U L  O F  A U S T I N
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B R O T H E R S  &  B O L E R O S

Who is my most important musical influence? This is a very 
complicated question. I’ve been collecting records since I 
was 5 years old. My first profound musical experience was my 
father’s voice. He was a singer and would entertain us with his 
renditions of famous Mexican songs, mostly boleros, which he 
would dedicate to my mother. He would also make us laugh at 
his rock ’n’ roll impressions.

My older brothers, Pete and Coke Escovedo, were Latin jazz 
musicians who played with the likes of Cal Tjader, Mongo 
Santamaria and Willie Bobo. They were mentored by Tito 
Puente, the illustrious timbalero and orchestra leader. In the 
world of Latin music, this is like being mentored by Duke 
Ellington or Thelonious Monk. My brothers were extremely 
important in expanding my taste in music to include jazz and 
the rhythms of Puerto Rico and Cuba, which led to African 
rhythm and soul.

‘ T H E  V E L V E T  U N D E R G R O U N D  
T O O K  H O L D ’

As my record collection began to expand, I fell in love with the 
way rock ’n’ roll could be combined with other forms to create 
new sound. The Velvet Underground took hold of me and my 
young, fertile musical mind with a force that no other band or 
artist has since I first heard their music. They spoke in a lan-
guage that was literary, poetic and as real as the streets from 
which it was born. There was a dangerous quality to them that 
was not common in the peace-and-love era. The characters in 
the songs were complicated; you had to listen to their stories 
with a patient and open mind. Transvestites, junkies, amphet-
amine-fueled pimps and street-level criminals, Andy Warhol 
and the Factory — these were the people who lived in the 
world of the New York City that raised the Velvet Underground. 
It was very exotic to a young Chicano boy living in Huntington 
Beach, California. In my mind they took the dissonance of 
free jazz and combined it with rock ’n’ roll in a way that had 

Alejandro 
Escovedo

Photo by Nancy Rankin Escovedo.
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A L E JA N D R O  E S C OV E D O

never been done. To hear something as sublime as “Sunday 
Morning” followed by “I’m Waiting for My Man” was a revela-
tion for me. The world grew bigger with every listen. The words 
and guitar of Lou Reed. The viola, bass and keyboard that John 
Cale played with classical and avant-garde sensibilities. The 
primal heartbeat that was Maureen Tucker’s innovative style on 
drums. The lines and rhythm of Sterling Morrison’s guitar. Add 
Nico’s icy vocals and her Germanic-model beauty, and you had 
a sound and an image that was in my eyes beyond anything I 
had seen or heard before.

The Velvets not only changed the way I heard music, they 
changed the way I saw art, fashion, film, literature and theatre. 
They introduced me to Erik Satie, Bela Bartok, Delmore 
Schwartz, John Cage, Maya Deren, La Monte Young and the 
melodious world of doo-wop. I see and hear so much of what 
I’ve tried to accomplish in the sounds I heard with the Velvets, 
everything from lyric writing to the use of various instruments, 
especially strings and guitar feedback. I love that Maureen 
didn’t rely on cymbals and, whenever I find a drummer who will 
play without cymbals, I try to hang on to him or her as long as 
possible.

Brian Eno once said that all of the people who bought the first 
Velvet Underground album when it came out went on to start a 
band. I was one of them.

I T ’ S  A L L  A  M U S E

My muse is life. I’m inspired by everything I hear, see, read 
and experience. My muse is everything from my wife’s tender 
touch, to the loss of my parents, to the sound of my chil-
dren’s laughter. It includes great joy and profound sadness. 
Inspiration is everywhere — you just have to be open to it.

T H E  W O R S T  B A N D  I N  T H E  W O R L D

It was never my intention to become a musician. I had always 
collected records, and I consumed all that was written about 

rock ’n’ roll bands I admired. Since my brothers were such 
great musicians, I felt I had to get my parents’ attention through 
other means, so I became a juvenile delinquent who loved to 
read, write and watch movies. There never seemed to be any 
future for kids like me. The system tried to steer me towards 
the manual workforce, in which I had no interest. I wanted to 
make movies. I wrote treatments and kept journals full of ideas 
for film projects.

My friend Jeff Olener and I decided we would make a movie 
about the worst band in the world, and since we couldn’t play 
we became the band in the movie. I had played a little guitar 
before but hadn’t possessed a guitar in years. We rented an 
electric guitar from a music store; I’m not proud to say that we 
never returned it. We began filming the movie in a very street/
DIY fashion. Somehow we convinced a club to let us play 
during their off hours so we could film this performance. It was 
a travesty. We were so bad that the bass player, whose name 
was Nola, would only play from the wings of the stage. He was 
too embarrassed to play on stage with the rest of us. We knew 
we had sucked, but we had also been bitten by the rock ’n’ roll 
animal.

Brian Eno had written a book titled Music for Non-Musicians — 
that and the first Stooges album were all I needed to fuel my 
interest in making rock ’n’ roll music.

Inspiration is everywhere — 
you just have to be open to it.
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Photos by Pooneh Ghana.

Black Joe Lewis &   
the Honeybears

M A J O R  I N F L U E N C E
 
Lightnin’ Hopkins. Used to play along 
to his records when I was learning how 
to play. Still do.

Why I make music: It’s one of the only 
things I’m good at, and it keeps me out 
of a day job.

W R I T I N G

Writing is random for me. Sometimes I 
feel like I’ve made up everything I can, 
then sometimes it just comes easy. Just 
have to keep trying.

Joe Lewis

F A V O R I T E  W O R K

Electric Slave is my favorite because 
it was the first album we got to do 
without weird crap going on. It was a 
turning point in my growth as a musi-
cian, as far as just maturity.

A D V I C E

Don’t get all caught up in being part 
of a scene. Always know what makes 
you unique with your sound. You can 
be good, but standing out is what really 
matters.

F A V O R I T E  V E N U E

My favorite Austin place used to be 
Headhunters or Beerland or Hole in the 
Wall. Those were the places I played at 
back in the day. I don’t know why, but 
they let me keep playing.
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FRIENDS  
OF AUSTIN 
MUSIC
We asked club owners, 
artists, photographers, 
radio hosts and other 
long-time participants in 
the Austin music scene 
to share their views on its 
evolution.  We asked them 
to talk about what they love 
about Austin music, how 
it has changed over time, 
and what they think is in 
store for the future. Here’s 
what they told us.

JODY DENBERG
On-air host, KUTX

I’ve been on the Austin radio airwaves since 1981. I view my role as a facilitator — 
turning people on to new music, publicizing nonprofit events I feel connected to, and 
so on. I do what I do because it’s fun and, in my small way, I hope to help keep the 
Austin music community healthy and growing. Things naturally evolve and change, 
and a book could be written about the Austin music scene’s evolution and its potential 
future. I think several already have been. I don’t think too much about the past or 
the future of things. I try to enjoy the moment. In the Austin music scene there are 
moments to enjoy every day! 

Photo by Theresa DiMenno.
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WHO INSPIRED YOU TO START PLAYING?

My musical inspiration is my older brother, Dave. He’s a 
gifted drummer, and he’s always had a keen ear. He definitely 
helped guide my early years as far as which artists I should 
listen to, which usually consisted of bands that really pushed 
the envelope. I think he wanted to mold me a bit, but he still 
encouraged me to be my own person and to make my own 
choices. I was always intimidated by how much God-given 
talent he had, so when he began encouraging me about how 
well I was doing teaching myself bass guitar, it gave me serious 
motivation to treat it as more than a hobby. I figured if my 
badass older bro thought I was good at it, I should take it to the 
next level.

Matt Noveskey

Great art is 
created by people 
who are not afraid 
to take risks.

Blue 
October

Photo by Chris Barber.
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B LU E O C TO B E R 

WHY DO YOU MAKE MUSIC?

I make music simply because I have to. Expressing myself has 
always been my life’s mission, and music is everything to me. 
My family has always encouraged me to do what I love and 
love what I do. Music is universal. It brings us joy, reflection 
and inspiration. It brings us all together and gives each of us a 
voice and a platform to be ourselves. Music heals us on many 
levels.

DO YOU HAVE A WRITING ROUTINE?

I don’t have a routine when I write. Every artist is different, and 
there is always a changing set of circumstances that we have 
to adapt to, so I don’t like to put boundaries on the writing 
process. I believe there’s no right or wrong way to write your 
music. I practice my craft almost every day and I’m constantly 
creating, but I don’t force anything when it comes to writing. 
Over the years I’ve learned how to recognize when it’s time to 
just let things be until it comes naturally.

WHICH OF YOUR SONGS IS YOUR FAVORITE?

My favorite song that I’ve written is “The Lucky One.” It was 
inspired by my son Liam, who has Down syndrome. Liam has 
taught me more than I ever could have imagined I would learn 
in four short years. The absolute joy of being a father to a child 
with special needs is a blessing beyond words. That song is 
my ode to him.

WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE STUDIO IN AUSTIN?

My favorite studio is my own space, Orb Recording Studios. 
It’s a state-of-the-art facility that’s comfortable and inviting and 
encourages creativity. We built it from the ground up and cut 
no corners, as we wanted to build something from scratch that 
encompassed everything we looked for in a recording studio. 
I’ve been fortunate to make some incredible memories there 
with some of my heroes like the Beach Boys and DMC, as well 
as woodshed ideas with young acts like IAMDYNAMITE and 
Quiet Company.

WHAT ADVICE WOULD YOU GIVE  
TO SOMEONE JUST STARTING OUT?

Listen closely and be open-minded. Most importantly, be 
yourself. Great art is created by people who are not afraid to 
take risks.



Reach out for people 
to reach in.

BP Fallon

R O O T S

The early fountain for me is Elvis, 
Muddy, Hank, Dylan, Chuck, Little 
Richard and, later, John Lennon — 
actually, the list is endless. Bo Diddley 
and the Duchess. The Ronettes. Sister 
Rosetta Tharpe. Charlie Chaplin writing 
that brilliant song “Smile.”

Photo of BP Fallon by Christopher Durst.
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T H E  S P A R K

Jack White inspired me to make music. 
Unwittingly, by inviting me down to 
Nashville to make a record with him —  
“I Believe In Elvis Presley,” which was 
produced by Jack, who also plays 
guitar — he actually changed my whole 
life. Suddenly I was the singer in a rock 
’n’ roll band, writing songs. Wonderful.

A D V I C E

Communicate. We’re all in the communications game, yet 
so many bands on stage don’t communicate. Reach out for 
people to reach in. Have a blast!

F L O A T  B U T  P A D D L E

There are two viewpoints that appear 
to be contradictory, but I support them 
both. One is to relax and float upstream 
and trust in the angels. The other is to 
paddle like f***. Play hard, work hard, 
do the best you can with what you’ve 
got. Life’s a blessing, life’s a gas.

O U T  O F  T H E  E T H E R

For years and years, I’ve carried with 
me a little policeman’s notebook into 
which I scribble thoughts and ideas or 
things people say or whatever. I never 
knew why I did this. Now I do — it’s the 
words of songs coming through the 
ether. I love when tunes come to me, 
too. I hum the melody to the musicians.

Carley Wolf, BP Fallon and Jonny Wolf with Winter.  
Photo by Brian Birzer.

Ian McLagan and BP Fallon at Red Horse ARX 
Recording Studio. Photo by Radek Skrivanek.

BP Fallon presents Ian McLagan with the BP Fallon 
& The Bandits album Still Legal, on which Mac plays 
Hammond organ. Photo by Crystal Bauer.

F A V O R I T E  W O R K

I don’t do lists — y’know, “Your Top 10 
Albums,” that sort of thing. It’s not a 
competition; it’s not a race. I love all 
my children equally, but I’m particularly 
fond of “Increasingly Often.” It’s about 
the passing of time and friendship and 
love and death, which isn’t as morbid 
as it might seem. “Bless us who are 
still alive/And bless us who are still in 
heaven/It’s not that I’m a Holy Joe/I’m 
simply very grateful you are here . . .”  
There’s a ferociously fiery version of it 
on my Hot Tongue album with Carley 
Wolf on wild guitar and Jonny Wolf 
playing feral drums.

A L B U M S  O F  N O T E

Astral Weeks by Van Morrison, though 
of course I don’t sound like that. It’s 
simply an amazing record. The White 
Album by the Fabs. Highway 61 
Revisited by Bob. Here’s Little Richard!. 
Jerry Lee Lewis Live At The Star Club, 
probably the greatest, wildest, most 
flammable live record ever.
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Dawn & 
Hawkes
Chris Hawkes

WHO INSPIRED YOU TO START PLAYING MUSIC?

I started playing piano in between my grandma’s vocal lessons. 
When her students left I would sit at the piano and pick 
out melodies. The first time I picked up my dad’s old guitar, 
though, I was drawn into a deeper connection. Feeling the 
notes vibrate under my fingers made the music come to life. 
Something about the first chords and fretted notes made me 
feel inspired to write more, and singing followed. I would save 
up money and sometimes sweet-talk my mom into getting me 
a guitar magazine at the grocery store. I loved learning from 
the tablature in the back of the magazines. I started to realize 
some of my favorite guitar parts were in classic rock songs 
from Led Zeppelin, Cream and Jimi Hendrix. The first songwrit-
ers and singers I gravitated to were James Taylor, the Beatles 
and contemporary artists at the time like Stone Temple Pilots 
and Pearl Jam. I liked folkier, acoustic-based tunes on those 
albums just as much as the all-out electric jams and psyche-
delic blues.

WHY DO YOU MAKE MUSIC?

When I first played music it felt alive — like a living thing that 
everyone could share. It breaks down barriers and connects 
people to one another in a way that feels like it’s a part of our 
origin and future but brings focus and meaning to the present 
moment. I can’t think of anything I’d rather be a part of every 
day.

DO YOU HAVE A WRITING ROUTINE?

I don’t have a writing routine, but having a guitar in my hands 
feels like a transmission line to some creative ether. I try to 
make time to sit and enjoy the guitar — like a scavenger hunt 
or search mission that’s always fun and sometimes hits a trea-
sure of a song idea.

Photo © Lovato Images.
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DAW N  &  H AW K E S

Recordings feel like the greatest  
tangible gift as a human — being  
able to sit down with the greats  
and hear their stories. 

WHICH OF YOUR SONGS IS YOUR FAVORITE?

I think my favorite songs have been co-written with Miranda 
Dawn. Her words say something I’ve known in my heart but 
couldn’t always say. If I listen to material I wrote before her, I 
realize how I was squinting hard to find something she could 
see all along.

WHO HAS BEEN A MENTOR TO YOU?

There have been so many inspiring musicians I’ve known per-
sonally and mentors I’ve never met but grew up on. Recordings 
feel like the greatest tangible gift as a human — being able to 
sit down with the greats and hear their stories. The musicians 
I’ve known and watched perform night after night in Austin 
and around the country have inspired me to keep my heart in 
songwriting and playing for the love of it — for those beautiful 
late-night fleeting moments where you connect to the center of 
everything alive.

IF YOU COULD DO IT ALL OVER AGAIN  
WOULD YOU TAKE THE SAME PATH?

If I could have gotten to Austin sooner, I would have. But I 
feel the same way about California, Colorado, Nashville — so 
many places have been inspiring and full of great music-loving 
people. Maybe I’d have played music full time and hit the road 
sooner, but I’m glad I didn’t wait any longer.

WHAT ADVICE WOULD YOU GIVE  
TO SOMEONE JUST STARTING OUT?

The industry changes all the time, and it seems like it’s evolv-
ing quicker than ever, like a dance where someone else picks 
the tempo. If you can keep your arms wrapped around the 
songs, the honest heart of music, your feet will find a way to 
keep up.

WHAT BANDS OR ALBUMS HAVE  
INFLUENCED YOU THE MOST?

Some albums I listened to over and over early on were: Led 
Zeppelin IV, Stone Temple Pilots Purple, the Beatles White 
Album, everything James Taylor, Eric Clapton and Jimi Hendrix. 
Then: Coldplay Parachutes, and everything Old 97’s, Ryan 
Adams, the Shins and Bob Dylan. More recent years: every-
thing Wood Brothers, Jason Isbell and Gillian Welch.

WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE VENUE IN TEXAS TO PLAY?

We love playing in Austin listening rooms like Cactus Cafe 
and Strange Brew, but one of the most magical places has to 
be Gruene Hall. It always feels like coming home to a sacred 
place of music that’s still vibrant and alive with musicians and 
music lovers.
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Elijah Ford  
 & the Bloom

Elijah Ford

WHO INSPIRED YOU TO START 
PLAYING MUSIC?

My parents were encouraging me 
to play and sing as far back as I can 
remember. Music was always around, 
with my dad out on tour playing or 
practicing at home, and my mom 
singing at church or to the car radio. 
I didn’t know any other way. I was in 
choir throughout elementary school, 
but it wasn’t until junior high that the 
chord charts my dad wrote for me 
actually came in handy. Something 
finally clicked, and I discovered how 
incredible it felt to play the song I 
heard in my head.

The people who inspired me to play 
were the ones who inspired many 
teenage boys: Jimmy Page, Jack White, 
David Gilmour, Kurt Cobain. Nirvana’s 
Nevermind is undeniable, but In Utero 
got me writing. As teenage angst gave 
way to first love, it became less about 
the riff and more about the song. My 
friend (and stellar songwriter) Cory 
Knight introduced me to Jeff Buckley 
and Rufus Wainwright.

All of this ends up with me back beside 
my family playing and singing. I write 
and play with my younger uncle, Chris 
Konte, in the Bloom and sing alongside 
my mom and dad whenever I get the 
chance.

DO YOU HAVE A WRITING 
ROUTINE?

I permanently carry a notebook with 
me. I’ll jot down pieces of conversa-
tions or quotes from whatever I’m 
reading, or just write about having 
nothing to write about. There’s always 
something to observe; then I examine 
the observation. Working with other 
songwriters keeps the flow going and 
helps me keep perspective on my own 
material by jumping inside someone 
else’s head. Recently I’ve been juggling 
a few co-writes simultaneously, so if I 
get stuck on one I can switch gears.
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E L I JA H  F O R D  &  T H E  B LO O M

Serve the  
song — it’s not 
about you.

WHICH OF YOUR SONGS IS 
YOUR FAVORITE?

I’m most proud of writing “The Distance 
Between” and “The Lion.” When I make 
my family cry, I know I’ve done a good 
job.

IF YOU COULD DO IT ALL OVER  
AGAIN WOULD YOU TAKE THE 
SAME PATH?

Absolutely. Saying “yes” to learning 
bass and hopping in the van with a 
cowboy from New Mexico led me to 
meeting my wife, some of my best 
friends, and to Austin. Of course it 
would’ve been nice to avoid some 
lessons learned the hard way, but 
experience is the best teacher.

WHAT’S SOMETHING YOU WISH  
YOU’D KNOWN AT THE 
BEGINNING?

Serve the song — it’s not about you. 
The discipline required to put that into 
practice is something I will always have 
to work on. This is just as applicable in 
writing as in playing. Just as too many 
“clever” changes can break the listen-
er’s trust, too many words can distort 
the melody. Keep it simple, stupid!

Photo by The Joelsons.
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WHO IS YOUR MOST IMPORTANT MUSICAL MUSE?  
WHO INSPIRED YOU TO START PLAYING MUSIC?

I have so many important people who’ve inspired me in 
my songwriting, guitar playing and singing. To name a few: 
Bob Dylan, Merle Haggard, Keith Richards, Jeff Beck, Ella 
Fitzgerald, Sam Cook and Tammy Wynette. My brother inspired 
me to start playing the guitar, and my father made sure I was 
able to keep doing it. At age 16, my father took all the girls in 
my first band to a music store in San Diego and signed for our 
gear!

WHY DO YOU MAKE MUSIC?

Making music gives me a reason to live happily. I hope to 
inspire creativity in others and that my music leaves listeners 
with a good feeling. Music allows me to feel any emotion I 
need to attach myself to at any given time; it’s what’s important 
about it.

Rosie 
Flores

Photo by Valerie Fremin.
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R O S I E  F LO R E S

DO YOU HAVE A WRITING ROUTINE?  
WHAT ABOUT WRITER’S BLOCK?

Writer’s block is what I call being uninspired. If I force myself to 
write, I will always get something, so it’s in my best interest to 
carve out time to do so.

WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE SONG  
OR ALBUM YOU’VE WRITTEN?

Of the 13 albums I’ve recorded, it’s difficult to pick a favorite. 
My memories of being in the studio and the camaraderie of 
each of the teams of musicians and engineers I’ve worked 
with is huge. The experience of seeing the songs I’ve written 
become legitimate and complete is so amazing to me. 
“Bandera Highway” is probably my favorite song; it reaches 
out to others from my heart to theirs. With all of this in mind, 
I’d give the “Rosie’s Favorite Album Award” to Once More with 
Feeling, which includes “Bandera Highway.”

WHO HAS BEEN A MENTOR TO YOU?

I was greatly influenced by songwriter Jack Tempchin and his 
wife, Sheryl, who taught me the ropes of publishing.

In the early days I learned a lot about the music business 
just by living in Los Angeles. By attending songwriter show-
cases around the city and being a regular at the weekly 
Palomino Club talent contest, I learned how to write, play and 
perform well. I watched bands around the city at clubs like 
the Troubadour and the Whisky a Go Go. I started opening for 
known recording artists up and down the West Coast from L.A. 
to San Francisco.

I toured with the Elvin Bishop Band in the late ’70’s across 
Texas and the South, and learned how to live and be on 

the road with great guys who cared a great deal about me. 
Fortunately, I became good friends with Al Bunetta who 
managed John Prine. (He later formed Oh Boy Records in 
Nashville.) Al gave me great insight into how things worked 
in that town. Not only that, but he gave me great opening 
slots for Prine and Steve Goodman, which helped me learn a 
great deal about good songwriting as well as performing to a 
concert crowd.

I feel like I grew up at a good time in L.A. I had a great band 
— in my opinion, the best band in town — that I recorded 
with when record deals came down the pike. My band, the 
Bad Boys, were Donald Lindley, Greg Leisz, Dusty Wakeman, 
James Intveld and Skip Edwards; they were extremely valuable 
to me.

In 1988, I relocated to Austin and started another great band 
with Junior Brown, David Holt, Terry McBride and Bobby Irwin. 
I have nothing but great memories touring around the great 
state of Texas and the U.K. and appearing on Austin City Limits 
with those guys. So in the end I would say that all the perform-
ers, writers and people in the business who I became friends 
with in my career were each mentors in their own way.

IF YOU COULD DO IT ALL OVER  
AGAIN WOULD YOU TAKE THE SAME PATH?

The path of a lifetime music career can be wiggly for anyone. 
There may have been better choices that I could have made in 
choosing managers, agents and record labels, but I’m happy 
where I ended up today, as a well-respected working musician.

If I had it to do all over again, I’d certainly take the same path. 
I’ve had an enrichening career. And I’ve had the opportunity to 
meet and work with some of my great musical heros. I wouldn’t 
miss having had the chance to make great friends along the 
way, like those who’ve taken my band in for a night.
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M A T A ,  T H E  M U S E

I had an imaginary friend as a child who I later met in the 
dream world. Her name is Mata. She has guided my musical, 
spiritual and artistic life, I think. My father taught me my first 
chords on a guitar, and my mother encouraged me to take 
myself seriously as a singer. My first-grade teacher, Mrs. 
Gibson, told me I was writer. So many people to be thankful to 
for helping me, but when you say “muse,” I think of Mata.

A  S W I R L I N G  C L O U D  O F  S O N G S

I write whenever and wherever the idea or the feeling comes 
— in the house, car, cafe or even in a show. The muse moves 
how she wants. I don’t try to capture them all; that seems 
greedy. I think the most important thing is letting it just keep 
flowing. It’s a lifestyle, a discipline, a way of being. I live in 
the middle of a constantly swirling cloud of songs, and that is 
where I am happy. Writer’s block is a term I find to be mislead-
ing. One either writes or doesn’t. If you don’t want to write, 
then do something else. No big deal.

‘ I  G O T  Y O U R  M E D I C I N E ’

My favorite song is always the newest. I am not nostalgic, 
and I don’t really listen to my records once they are finished. 

Shinyribs
Kevin Russell

Photo by Wyatt McSpadden.
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S H I N Y R I B S

Some songs I favor live because they lend themselves to that 
situation more than others. My newest and favorite record, so 
far unreleased, is I Got Your Medicine, and my favorite song is 
the title track.

P E O P L E  W H O  M A D E  M E  B E T T E R

So many. My father, who taught me how to learn guitar. 
Without that I don’t know if I would have had the courage to 
do it myself. Dan Nugent is a friend I made when I was 17. He 
worked at the only good record store in Shreveport. Dan gave 
me a musical appreciation far and beyond anything I could 
have achieved on my own. His knowledge, enthusiasm and 
willingness to share not only music, but literature, politics, art 
and food certainly put me on a path of betterment as a person, 
for which I am forever grateful. Mike Stewart was a producer 
and manager who taught me the basic how-to of the DIY 
music biz. To this day I trust him to always give me his honest 
perspective. Larry Campbell produced the last record by the 
Gourds. I was only around him for two weeks in Woodstock at 
Levon Helm’s barn studio, but what I learned in that two weeks 
has made me a much better songwriter and producer. Finally, 
George Reiff, who produced and engineered my first three 
Shinyribs recordings. George helped me reinvent myself over 
those four records. He kept me focused on making a good 
record. He made me a better singer, a better musician. Under 
his guidance, I became a more thoughtful artist.

‘ N O  F E A R  I N  Y O U R  F R E A K ’

Learn as much as you can from as many different kinds of 
people as possible. Diversify your life. Make great art. Do not 
listen to your inner critic. Do not think about the audience 
unless, of course, you just want to be famous. If that’s the case 
move to L.A. or Nashville. Don’t forget the lube. Not saying to 
ignore the business, but make a business out of your original-
ity. Do not try to be like anyone else. Find your uniqueness and 
amplify it. No shame in your shit. No fear in your freak. And it’s 
not for everybody. Be honest with yourself above all, and let 
others be honest with you. You cannot do it alone.

The muse 
moves how 
she wants.



Austin music has had more than its share of legends — people 
whose deep imprint on our music scene has spread far beyond 
Austin. Some left us long ago; others’ passing is still fresh 
in our hearts; others keep impressing us today. We asked 
members of the music community to share their stories about 
and tributes to some of these remarkable people.

T R I B U T E S  T O  T H E  G R E A T S



LEGENDS & 
LEGACIES
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Clifford Antone
T R I B U T E S  T O

Oct. 27, 1949 – May 23, 2006

It’s not possible to over-
state the impact of Clifford 
Antone, who founded the 
eponymous Austin blues 
club when he was 25 years 
old. His mentoring of local 
musicians such as Stevie 
Ray and Jimmie Vaughan, 
Gary Clark, Jr., and many 
others was matched with 
support for blues legends 
such as Hubert Sumlin and 
Muddy Waters. Clifford’s 
big heart also extended to 
many community nonprof-
its, and we are the better 
for him.

MIKE BUCK
Musician, Antone’s Records Co-Owner

TEE-DOUBLE
Musician/Record Producer

Because of his passion for the blues music he loved, Clifford opened his club pretty 
much so he could bring all his heroes to town, which he did, even when nobody else 
wanted to hear it. He had a very small audience for blues music at the time, but he 
definitely helped popularize it and spread the word. Just week after week, he would 
bring in the finest talent, and they would interact with the local musicians. You would 
get a chance to play with people like Eddie Taylor, Jimmy Rogers and Big Walter 
Horton. It was great for the younger musicians, as he gave us all a forum for learning 
from the masters.

I once had a gig at Antone’s during a tornado warning, and even though I didn’t make 
any door money, he still gave me what I would’ve made so I could pay the artists on 
the bill and cover my promotion of the gig. Clifford said to take your blessings and 
share them with others, and to create a legacy built on your community work, as well 
as what you bring to the art community. You really can do both! He always hugged me 
and told me I had something powerful to share for the urban community and never to 
forget that. I never did forget.
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T R I B U T E S  TO  C L I F F O R D  A N TO N E

Clifford Antone

He took care of his musicians, and he 
set a high bar here in Austin on how 
you treat people. 

— D E N I S  O ’ D O N N E L L
Photo by Todd V. Wolfson.
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Stevie Ray Vaughan
T R I B U T E S  T O

Oct. 3, 1954 – Aug. 27, 1990

If the term “guitar god” 
wasn’t coined about Stevie 
Ray Vaughan, it could 
have been. Stevie rolled 
the blues into rock with 
a unique sound that has 
inspired countless players. 
His death in a helicopter 
crash in 1990 hit us hard in 
Austin. Now we and music 
fans from all over the world 
stop to pay our respects 
at his statue at Lady Bird 
Lake. Stevie really is our 
pride and joy.

JESSE DAYTON
Musician

I opened up for Paul Ray and the Cobras when I was 15 at the Old Beaumont Cafe 
in my hometown of Beaumont. Stevie was playing with them. When I left I thought to 
myself, “He’s so much better than all those English guys on the radio.” After hearing so 
many guitar players play exactly like Stevie and do the exact same blues standards he 
did (when there are so many other great ones to choose from!), I made a concentrated 
effort to do everything I could to play differently from him.

Junior Brown once told me while we were working on a Ray Price record, “Never trust 
an electric guitar player who didn’t go through a Hendrix phase, unless he started 
playing before Hendrix came out.” I agree with that. Stevie rejuvenated that universal 
guitar love after Hendrix left so quickly. How many guitar players did Stevie hip the 
mainstream rock world to? Albert King, Freddie King, Albert Collins, and the list goes 
on and on. The only more emotional performance I’ve ever seen by a guitar player 
besides Stevie was Buddy Guy a long time ago. That’s saying a lot.
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T R I B U T E S  TO  S T E V I E  R AY  VAU G H A N

Stevie Ray Vaughan

Photo by Todd V. Wolfson. I didn’t understand blues guitar until I 
heard Stevie. 

— M I K E  H A R M E I E R , MUSICIAN
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Townes Van Zandt
T R I B U T E S  T O

March 7, 1944 – Jan. 1, 1997

There is perhaps no sing-
er-songwriter more revered 
in Austin than Townes Van 
Zandt. His songs are full of 
soul and wit; they’re some-
times tragic, sometimes 
funny. So was his life. In 
Austin, one of the great-
est folk artists of our time 
was a regular on the small 
stage at the Cactus Cafe. 
Townes told us stories in his 
songs, and we love to tell 
stories about him.

JESSE DAYTON
Musician

Being personal and vulnerable with my lyrics is something I got from Townes. It’s 
not all about making up fairy tales. Sometimes it’s about confronting your demons, 
opening your veins, and sharing that with everyone else. And it’s not about your gift — 
it’s about your message. Townes was the ultimate messenger with his songs. I heard 
“Tecumseh Valley” yesterday, and it always makes me choke up. I cut a version of 
“Loretta” a long time ago that did pretty well for me. “Talking KKK Blues” always makes 
me howl laughing. If he was just buzzed and not totally hammered, it was like seeing 
Woody Guthrie and Hank Williams all rolled into one, and that’s not an exaggeration. 
The evolution of the Texas songwriter started with him and Guy Clark. They were both 
listening to old folk, country and blues music, and they didn’t seem to care about the 
whole genre thing, which I love. For anyone who’s put 10,000 hours into learning their 
instrument, Townes and Guy put twice as much as that into crafting some of the great-
est American songs ever written.
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T R I B U T E S  TO  TOW N E S  VA N  Z A N DT

Townes Van Zandt with Bo Whitt, Rex “Wrecks” Bell (of “Rex’s 

Blues“), Mickey White and Donnie Silverman, 1984. Photo courtesy of 

Jeanette “Jet” Whitt.

JEANETTE “JET” WHITT
Friend and Artist for “No Deeper Blue”

He had a huge impact on singer-songwriters, and even today he’s considered one of 
the greats. He was a poet; that’s hard to follow. A few great songwriters have emerged 
from the challenge of trying to be half as brilliant. One favorite song that comes to 
mind is “A Song For,” only because it’s so tragic. It stands out from the rest because it’s 
personal. I did an art piece of that song, and I embroidered every word onto canvas. 
Townes thought about every word of his songs. I know he worked on “Marie” for a 
year or so. When I would see him every few months he would ask me to listen to a 
song he was writing, and he would play “Marie.” That went on for about a year. Now, 
he might tell someone he wrote a song yesterday in a dream or driving a golf cart. 
Townes was a jokester. I have many stories about him, but they’re better left untold. He 
was a character and a soft soul with a big heart and, at times, no heart left to give. 

He loved driving around in my art cars. He would drive off for hours, even though most 
were on empty and not always roadworthy. One day he ran out of gas in front of a 
house having a barbecue birthday in the barrio. They invited him in, and he drank and 
ate, sang songs and stayed for hours. We were looking for him to take him to his gig. 
He showed up at the house at the last minute. Rex Bell was sweating it, because he 
was responsible for getting Townes to the gig.
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Download
N O W  I T ’ S  T I M E  T O  T A K E  A  L I S T E N

Below is a download code that will give you one-time access to over 50 songs 
submitted by the artists featured in this book. Follow the steps below:

1. Go to seducedbysound.com/download and enter the code shown below. 

2. Download the free, high-quality tracks to your computer. You will need a 
computer capable of playing MP3 music. 

3. From the first time you enter this download code, you have 5 days to complete 
downloading. After five days, the download code will no longer work, and cannot 
be replaced under any circumstances.

Enjoy over 
50 tracks 
from Austin 
musicians!
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